Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. annex, awesome, agonize, amazing, appreciation
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

2. coax, classification, gazed, bypass, awful
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

3. seized, wardrobe, pretzel, hoax, underestimate
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

4. wreckage, wheelbarrow, wrestle, woozy, whimsical
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

5. zipper, yearning, xylophone, yawning, yogurt
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. annex, awesome, agonize, amazing, appreciation
   
   agonize, amazing, annex, appreciation, awesome

2. coax, classification, gazed, bypass, awful
   
   awful, bypass, classification, coax, gazed

3. seized, wardrobe, pretzel, hoax, underestimate
   
   hoax, pretzel, seized, underestimate, wardrobe

4. wreckage, wheelbarrow, wrestle, woozy, whimsical
   
   wheelbarrow, whimsical, woozy, wreckage, wrestle

5. zipper, yearning, xylophone, yawning, yogurt
   
   xylophone, yawning, yearning, yogurt, zipper